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KO ENTERPRISES PRESENTS: MANUFACTURING MOHOLY IN WEIMAR, OUTSOURCING LABOR AND LO-
CAL PRODUCTION IN THE HEART OF GERMANY.

I propose to present a visual archive of reflecting on questions I asked myself in the attempt to “knock 
off” Laszlo Moholy-Nagy’s work uniform shown in the photograph taken of him at Dessau in 1926. 

Q. Why are we going back to Germany?  
R. Confronting my nostalgia, I’m reconnecting to my heritage, and continuing my investigation into 
the Bauhaus. 

Q.  How can Moholy be embodied?
R. I would like to attempt to have his uniform manufactured in Weimar.

Q. Why did Moholy choose to wear a uniform?
R.  After visiting the Model Bauhaus exhibition in Berlin and two days at the Bauhaus in Dessau, I 
have come to the conclusion that Moholy wanted to bring notions of industrialization into his work.  
He does this in his films, photography and by choosing to wear a work uniform in early days of the 
Bauhaus. However, I have noticed as he matured, he begins to wear what I call the White Collar Uni-
form  of the professional.  I also observed his fascination with work, in footage integrated into the film 
“Faum der Genwart”.

Q. Why make the uniform in Weimar?
R. I return to the cradle of the Bauhaus, where Moholy was asked to join the Bauhaus, and where 
he began wearing the uniform, much like the current Werkstatt  at the Bauhaus University do today.
  
Q. What type of local apparel manufacturing is in Weimar?
R. Small boutiques producing women’s wear, accessories, and costuming local theater shows.

Q. What type of fabric is the uniform?  
R. The uniform Moholy chooses to wear was an everyday work uniform worn in Weimar in 1923.  I 
chose to seek out contemporary uniforms and use the fabric of today’s worker in the knock off version 
of Moholy’s uniform.

Q. What color should it be?
R. We learned from Moholy’s daughter, the uniform is red.  After seeing Moholy’s Kerstnermappe 
6  from the Kestner portfolio in the exhibition, “Bauhaus” A Conceptual Model” now in Berlin, I also 
begin to wonder if the red in his work isn’t representational of the red of the uniform.  Adding another 
layer of industrial work life into the notion of art and industry combining.

Q. What size was he?
R. I learned from his daughter that Moholy was 5’9”, so we go with that and see what happens.  I 
would however also like to make one to fit me, if there is enough fabric and/or time.

Q. Are contemporary or historical uniforms color-coded?
R. The colors have no meaning, the local uniform sales man in Weimar tells me, and it would be 
dull if everyone were in the same color.



In summary, this work embodies Moholy as well as, contemporary apparel production available in 
post DDR Germany.  Weimar is located in the state of Thuringia, which once had a booming textile 
industry and which since the fall of the Berlin Wall as in many Western countries is no longer the case.  
In this work I considered myself to be a designer seeking the manufacturer for my garment.

The archive will consist of three areas of interest:

Area 1 – product development ephemera:  photographs from the field of research, images of contem-
porary work, images of industrial production 1920, copy of Moholy’s photograph, photograph of me 
searching for Moholy in Dessau, business cards, shopping bags from Weimar companies I worked with 
to generate the work, email printouts of information received, print of the Red Moholy print.  These 
will be installed salon style.  (Will ship current workers uniform – but not sure if I will use it.  If I do it 
will be as purchased, in clear plastic, all folded up.)

Area 2 – production ephemera from the production process, fabric scraps, patterns, booklet of cost 
sheets, and production hours etc.  I would like this displayed on a shelf.

Area 3 - Prototype fitting public invited to try on garment and look at them in the mirror.























PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

12 July 2009 – request is made to outsource Moholy’s Uniform.

13 July 2009 – Two production sources are identified in Weimar.  – List names of places, independent 
boutique manufacturers, one off and small run garment productions and costumes.  After reviewing 
each, choose Kati.  Kati is like so many small apparel manufactures, doing many things and trying to 
squeeze it all in.

16 July 2009 - Outsource request is complete, and it is decided to manufacture one knock off work 
uniform.

17 July 2009 – Tentative production schedule to begin July 27 is set with Cara. 

27 July 2009 – Production cancelled, Kati is ill.  Rescheduled for Aug. 17.

14 August 2009 – Call is made to Kati to confirm 17 August appointment, production postponed

18 August 2009 – Arrive 10 am, production postponed. 

19 August 2009, 11:00 am, production postponed.

20 August 2009, 10am.  Production begins.  Kati prepared pattern from her historical books.  She in-
forms me prior to 1970, the work uniforms were two pieces, trousers and jacket.  - Begin sewing. - Fit 
model contacted. - 1:30 – 2:30 Lunch break. - 2:30-4 complete uniform for fitting.  Kati and I worked 
together.  Memories of my time in the factory emerge. - 5 pm – Fitting  

21 August 2009  10am -1 pm.  Kati is in charge of the production methods, her methods are not mine 
and I conclude one off production is the only option in Weimar, mass production is obsolete. 






























